Chapter 3487
Charlie’s words, were such, that everyone on the scene, including Helena, were
shocked beyond addition!
People have guessed, what the h3ll are Charlie’s words? Is this typical of the
art of war on paper, daydreaming?
It’s too bullsh!t, right?
This feeling is like, one person asked another person, said: finished, the
chairman wants to fire me, what should I do now?
As a result, this person suddenly came to a sentence: you are afraid of a
chicken hair, you directly replace him as chairman, and then fire him on the
line?
At first glance it seems very reasonable, but actually, it is bullsh!t!
So Charlie this proposal, in the eyes of others, is simply: outrageous his
mother to outrageous open the door, outrageous to home.
But Helena does not feel outrageous.
Her pair of blue eyes stared dead at Charlie, some nervous asked: “Wade ……
Mr. Wade, do you …… do you have a way for me to go back to inherit the
throne?”
Charlie nodded and said, “Of course I have a way, it depends on whether you
want it or not, as well as whether I want to give it or not.”
Helena blurted out almost without the slightest thought, “I want to! I dream of
it!”

After saying that, she immediately took a few quick steps and returned to
Charlie, kneeling on the ground with a poof and pleading,
“Mr. Wade, if you can help me take back the throne, I would sacrifice
everything to repay your kindness, even if it means letting my royal family
benefit!”
For Helena, she had now been forced to a desperate situation by Olivia.
In this situation, she herself was isolated and had only one choice, which was
to give up all resistance and obey Olivia’s arrangement.
As for fighting back, it was a luxury that she didn’t even dare to think about.
But now, Charlie gave her a chance to fight back.
If she could really regain the right to inherit the throne, then all her and her
mother’s passivity and tribulations would dissipate.
That, for Helena, would be enough.
If she can sit on the throne and make Olivia pay the price, then it will be
perfect.
As for the future royal interests, it is nothing to her.
If Charlie has a need, she is even willing to contribute all of the royal interests
also at all costs.
Moreover, she is now full of hatred for Olivia, just for revenge, she is also
willing to agree to all conditions!
Charlie saw that Helena was so on board, and nodded with a slightly satisfied
expression.

He certainly can help her regain the throne, but he will not do such a good
thing for anything.
Unless Helena, after retaking the throne, can properly cooperate with his
future needs using the Nordic royal family.
Although the Nordic royal family does not have much money, but their noble
status, in Europe is also hard currency.
After becoming the head of the Wade family, he will have to take the Wade
family to the world, and Europe is naturally an indispensable piece of business
territory.

